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Is there a difference between BruxZir zirconia crowns and zirconia crowns? Is BruxZir 
just a name brand of zirconia? Are the properties of both about the same? My lab charges 
more for the BruxZir vs. zirconia crowns. Curious if it’s worth the increased price to continue 
prescribing BruxZir. n

BruxZir is indeed a trade name. Not all monolithic zirconia is the same, however. There can 
be some pretty distinct differences and quality. n

It’s a real Wild West in this area of dental materials. Properties of these materials vary 
significantly, basically the more translucent the weaker. You really need to talk to your lab, find 
out exactly what they’re using and what the material properties are. n

There is a good article on the different types of zirconia in the most recent Clinicians 
Report. In short, the more yttria they add to zirconia, the more translucent the crown will be, 
but it also be weaker. n

Quick material comparison photo from a few months 
ago. Different shades so not true apples to apples.

Left: BruxZir crown, ROE Lab
Middle: TLZ “translithic zirconia” crown, ROE Lab
Right: BruxZir Esthetic bridge, Glidewell Lab
In my experience, I think BruxZir Esthetic has increased 

translucency in the coronal 1/3 compared to regular BruxZir. It is noticeably more aesthetic in 
the mouth. However, I like the increased translucency of the TLZ material from ROE the best. 
I feel it is the closest to E.max. The material is also very nice in the anterior when cut back and 
layered with porcelain, keeping the incisal edge in zirconia. Strong, aesthetic, and blocks out 
dark teeth and titanium abutments. n

I would compare the actual material properties and, yes, as the end buyer, you really should 
know them in detail. Depending on the labs you use, they may not tell you, so make a point of 
finding out.

BruxZir is Glidewell’s in-house manufactured zirconia, which is also sold to other labs who 
have to sell it under the same brand name. There are many zircs out there that are as good if not 
better, but they cost money. The cheaper a zirconia is, the more likely it is to be crap material, 
because with digital manufacturing there really is only one way to save money, and that is 
buying cheap blanks.

BruxZir Zirconia Vs. Zirconia 
Townies from both sides of the lab bench discuss variations and uses
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BruxZir zirconia is significantly stronger than the Bruxer Aesthetic (I use Keating). I tend 
to go with the full BruxZir zirconia crowns for second molars and the Aesthetic for most 
everything else because the Aesthetic is significantly stronger than E.max. Keating does a 
great job with both. 

The BruxZir crowns are more visually opaque but thus far no one minds at all. They’ve 
finally solved for me the problem of patients who can break pretty much anything you stick 
in their mouths. But, always leave 2mm occlusal clearance, no matter what anyone tells you. n

Here is an example of the same crown made from 
three different materials. The 3Y zirconia means that it 
has 3mol% yttria and almost no cubic phase. These are 
materials like BruxZir. The 5Y zirconia has 5mol% yttria 
and about 50% cubic zirconia. These are materials like 
BruxZir Anterior. 

The 3Y should look more white opaque than the 5Y. But 
the 3Y is stronger (about 1000MPa) as compared to around 
600–700MPa for 5Y. And the top one is E.max. 

 
The 3-point bend flexural strength values (MPa) of:
3Y Zirconia: 1194 ±111 (Katana HT), 

5Y Zirconia: 688 ±159 (Katana UTML), 
lithium disilicate: 450 ±53 (e.max CAD LT)
Taken from:
ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/29310875
Ivoclar currently reports a 500MPa for E.max but that is biaxial flexural strength testing. 

And as Dr. Lane Ochi implied, E.max will increase in strength when bonded. That’s why the 
recommended minimum thickness for E.max is 1mm, but that is only when bonded. If luted 
with RMGI, it is still 1.5mm. n

My lab uses Z360. Never had one break in service in 8 years. My occlusal clearances are 
about 1mm on average. I’m frankly, amazed. After much scientific research I’ve decided zirconia 
is magic. n

And after replacing a number of them I have decided it’s not. n

I wonder what is the reason for replacement? I’ve only had to replace three of mine over 
the past decade. Two wore a hole through due to inadequate occlusal reduction and one 
broke on the facial. And in the broken facial, I’m 99% sure we cracked it at try in. All = 
operator error. 

I find my margins are undetectable and they look awesome versus average PFM and even 
E.max. With the presinter coloring and postsinter staining, my lab can make them look as good 
as E.max, for an extra small fee. But as Dr. Kanca said, drop it 2mm and give sufficient axial 
reduction, I call it between gold versus PFM axial reduction. I too think it’s borderline magical. 
So why all the replacements? n
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We are starting to see more and more of these fracturing at the facial. Damage probably 

began due to stress at delivery, but it “self-contained” the initial fracture for a while and as time 

passes and the material is exposed to saliva ... well, you can do the math. Fortunately, a lot of 

replacements I do is the crowns just come off, which is also operator error—poor prep design, 

cheap lab and overmilling. n

Dr. Lane, are you referencing layered zirconia or full-contour monolithic? I used zirconia 

for eight years. Early on, had a few fractures with porcelain-layered zirconia crowns but only 

that the porcelain veneer fractured off; the zirconia coping base never fractured. I stopped using 

layered zirconia crowns and from then on used monolithic zirc.

Had one monolithic FPD #11–14 fracture between the two pontics (12 and 13). Perhaps 

that pushed the limit of the material; not really sure what happened. I did not specify BruxZir 

on the lab Rx. n

As mentioned, BruxZir is a trade name of Glidewell but many just reference FCZ’s as 

BruxZir. I personally don’t like the feather edge prep with 0.5mm reduction as Glidewell has 

said you can do. It’s a recipe for failure in my mind. There is no wiggle room for reduction when 

checking occlusion and if you put in anatomy, what is the thickness then? 

Also, bridges fail not because of the material (well, 

it might) but more so because of improper reduction 

and proper material thickness for the connector and 

wrapping onto the abutment tooth. Connectors need to 

be a minimum of 9mm squared and connecting to the 

buccal and lingual of the tooth a minimum of 0.7mm. 

We all want those well-defined interproximals but with 

not enough room and reduction those areas need to be 

bulked out. 

There are plenty of decent zirconias to work with; 

just ask your lab for recommendations. If you want bul-

letproof, do full gold. n

I had great results with 

Wieland’s Zenostar and with 

Lava Esthetic. Not so much 

with the more translucent ones and lots of issues with 

layered porcelain over zirc. Of course I also prepped 

adequately and all preps with built up to ideal con-

tours—plus the lab, Nakanishi, does beautiful work 

that even satisfied an old anatomy professor. These 

restorations are not for those interested in 90-second 

preps. That’s a recipe for a (documented) disaster. I 

have always recommended ideal prep designs which 

allow for even thickness of materials, including zirco-

nia, throughout the prep. n
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Here is a study that I am just finishing up. Looking at strength of 0.8mm crowns of different 

materials that were cemented (green) and bonded (pink). n

As you can see, there are plenty to choose from like what Rick Sonntag recommends 

and Eric. 

Katana, NexxZr, Origin, Nacera. I use Argen and NexxZr personally, Amann Girrbach. 

Ivoclar ... I am sure there are more out there. For me, anything under 900MPA shouldn’t be 

used in the posterior. I also won’t use 700MPA FCZ material either. Heard about chipping 

of those. n

There are different BruxZirs and different Katanas. 

BruxZir Full-Strength (been out since about 2006) is 3Y and very strong. BruxZir Anterior 

(been out for the last four or five years) is 5Y and less strong but more translucent. Katana HT 

is similar to BruxZir Full-Strength. Katana UT is similar to BruxZir Anterior. Katana ST is 

somewhere in between Katana HT and Katana UT. n

I love the Keating Bruxer Aesthetics. They are my go-to crowns now. They are delivered 

with an RMGI cement and the aesthetics are great. If you search my posts, you’ll find some won-

derful examples. I reserve the Bruxers for second molars and for patients who break everything 

else. It has made my life far less complicated and way more comfortable. Do not believe anyone 

who says you can prep less than 2mm on the occlusal. Do not. n

Dr. Kanca, I respect your opinion—just wanted to ask for clarification. You use a 2mm 

occlusal reduction with Keating Bruxer Aesthetic (5Y) when you cement with RMGI. When 

you cement Bruxer (3Y), are you also recommending a 2mm occlusal reduction? Why is that? Is 

that to account for the additional reduction needed to allow the laboratory to have cement space 

and provide occlusal anatomy? Or just based on material strength? n

Nate, I always create 2mm of occlusal reduction and I have yet to have a single Bruxer or 

Bruxer Aesthetic crown fail. For anatomy you will need 2mm depth from the bottom of the 

proposed fissures. n
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How to remove a zirconia crown by Dr. Nate Lawson DMD, 

PhD

[Editor’s note: To watch the video, view this message board 

online.] n
1/28/2019

Inside this issue: Rella Christensen recaps 
a decade of research on zirconia
Rella Christensen, RDH, PhD, has been researching and comparing the 
different types and brands of zirconia for more than 10 years. Her article 
that discusses the results begins on p. 90.
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